What To Keep In Mind While Booking An Extended Stay Hotel?
Whether you are going out for a vacation or a family trip, booking a hotel is one of the most
vital decisions. A good hotel accommodation with all the amenities that you need can make
your trip a pleasant one. But, booking a hotel accommodation, especially, the extended stay
hotels is a daunting task.
While looking for an extended stay hotel accommodation, you are never short of choices. As
soon as you start searching, you are presented with an array of websites and the aggregate
extended stay hotel booking sites offer an array of package deals, promotions and other
options, which make it extremely difficult to zero down on a hotel.
If you are also facing such dilemmas while trying to book extended stay hotels, then here
are some helpful tips which can aid you to choose the best extended stay hotel easily and
swiftly.
1. Budget
First and foremost, it's important to consider that how much money can you spend on the
accommodation. Most of the hotel booking sites allow you to set the preferences for a
budget. So, select a range for the budget using the given slider to shortlist the options which
ideally match your budget restraints. If required, you can easily eliminate too cheap
extended stay hotels or too expensive options to make your search easy.
2. Amenities
Another significant way to shortlist your search while looking for the extended stay
properties is by modifying your search with the amenities. Everyone has different
perspectives about what a hotel accommodation must “entail” for a comfortable stay. For
instance, if you cannot start your day without a gym session, you must look for properties
which offer fitness center and swimming facilities, or if you love to cook your own meals,
then ensuring that the extended stay hotel gives you a fully equipped kitchen will greatly
help you to whittle down your choices.
3. Location
Depending on the purpose of your trip, you must look for the extended stay properties
which are located in the appropriate areas. If you are heading for a holiday and want to
indulge in a lot of sightseeing, then choosing a property located somewhere near the main
attractions or from where it's easy to get public transport will make a huge difference to
your overall travel experience. Booking a property in an apt location can help you save a lot
of time and avoid a plethora of hassles.

4. In Room Kitchenette
One of the biggest differences between a conventional hotel room and an extended stay
hotel accomodation is the availability of an in-room kitchenette. Thus, when you are
planning to book a weekly stay property, do enquire about the kitchenette and what all
amenities it will be equipped with. Enusure that the kitchenette poessess every facility that
you need.
5. Check the Review Sites
Before booking a property and finalising it for the stay, knowing as much about it as possible
is important. While one can easily check all the facilities and other details on the hotel sites,
but, the online review sites can give you deep insight about the property, especially, the
negative points about any property. While you should not completely trust the reviews as
some guests can get biased while writing the review, but, when a majority of people are
accentuating on a particular aspect, it is worth believing.
From these review sites, you can find out the good as well as bad things about a property,
and this information can help you take the right decision.
These are some important points which must be mulled over before choosing an extended
stay hotel in the USA for your stay. Prior booking of a property after profound research will
help you have a great time on your holiday or business trip.
Explore https://www.weeklyhotels.com/ to see a range of available extended stay hotels in
the USA

